HLSTM9000 Quick-Fit Handle Set
Installation Instructions
A Phillips screwdriver is required.

4. Holding Exterior Handle in the proper horizontal
position, insert the handle with shaft attached
through the Backplate and door gear handle hole,
until handle is firmly seated against the Nylon
Bushing.

A Quick-Fit ConnectionTM release tool (for
removing handles if necessary), is provided in
the hardware package.
Use water and a soft cloth to clean. Do not use
brass cleaner or solvent-based cleaning agents,
as they will damage the protective coating on
the hardware.

5. While holding Exterior Handle in place, slide Interior
Handle onto Shaft and press both handles together
until secure and tight to Backplates.

Note: Handles and backplates vary by style but
application is the same.

6. Insert the Key/Knob Cylinder or Thumbturn Insert
from the interior side of the door until cylinder body
is flush with Backplate.

1. Apply the Backplate Gasket to the inside of each
Backplate. Push Gaskets firmly into place to
ensure a tight seal. Snap a Nylon Bushing into
the handle hole of each Backplate.

7. Install the Cylinder Screw through the screw hole
below the deadbolt in the edge of the door to secure
in place.
8. Hand-tighten Backplate Screws. Note: If handles
seem loose after tightening Backplates, push
handles together again until tight.

2. Attach Interior and Exterior Backplates to door
and fasten loosely with the M5 Phillips Head
Backplate Screws provided. Note: The screw
heads must be on the interior side of the door.
3. If the handles are handed, determine which one
is the Exterior Handle. Push Shaft into Exterior
Handle until it stops.

To Use The Quick-Fit Connectiontm Release Tool:
Handle
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1. Place chamfered end of
tool into hole on the side
fo the handle neck.
2. Push tool in, and rotate
towards the lever part of
the handles.
3. Pull handle off the shaft
and backplate.

M5 Phillips Head Backplate Screw
(2 or 3 provided, depending on backplate design)

Nylon Bushing
(2 provided)
M5 X 50mm (2”)
Cylinder Screw
(1 provided)
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